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(54) METHOD OF HANDLING PACKET FLOW IN SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORK, COMPUTER 
PROGRAM PRODUCT, AND SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORK

(57) A method of handling packet flow in Software-Defined Network (SDN) comprising a server (11) with a SDN
controller (11a) and a SDN switch (12) with a flow table (12a, 12b, 12c) comprising detailed entries (A.1, A.2, A.3 B.1,
B.2, B.3, C.1) defining parameters necessary for assigning a packet to a data flow, and a field defining priority, wherein
the detailed entries are included in corresponding aggregated entries (A, B, C), which are prepared in advance before
commencing handling flows in a time window having a predefined length, according to the invention is characterized in
that the controller (11a) acquires from the switch (12) data related to flow statistics for the entries installed in flow tables.
An incoming packet (P1) belonging to a new flow is forwarded to the controller (11a), simultaneously being handled
according to the corresponding aggregated entry, and the controller (11a) defines, by means of a reactive mechanism,
a new detailed entry corresponding to the flow. Furthermore, the controller (11a) proactively modifies the aggregated
entries (A, B, C) intended for the use in the next time window, using a static optimisation based on data related to flow
statistics, wherein the aggregated entries (A, B, C) have assigned lower priorities than detailed entries (A.1, A.2, A.3
B.1, B.2, B.3, C.1).
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Description

[0001] The object of the invention is a method of handling packet flow in software-defined network, SDN, computer
program product, and software-defined network.
[0002] The concept of Software-Defined Networking is based on decoupling of network control layer and data switching
layer. The control layer comprises so-called controller, being logically centralized software, with task of making decisions
determining rules of switching traffic in the network. Next, the rules are passed to SDN switches, which form the data
switching layer. While the traffic handling logic is implemented in the controller, the only task of the switches is to
implement the developed rules and physical transport of packets between the input port and the output port derived
from a rule. In context of SDN one should also define the term of flow, denoting sequence of packet data identified based
on selected header fields in carried data. In classic approach, flow is identified by source and destination IP addresses,
source and destination ports, and used transport layer protocol. In turn, the method of routing a packet, i.e. determination
of its route between points within the network, is denoted as routing policy.
[0003] An existing protocol of communication between control layer and data switching layer in SDN is OpenFlow.
[0004] OpenFlow protocol is currently one of the most popular implementations of the SDN concept. The key element
of protocol specification are definitions of message formats and requirements set for compatible devices. This specifi-
cation defines the most important elements of SDN and related terms used in the description of embodiment herein.
"SDN Controller" is the central point of the network, making decisions on the method of handling specific flows and
communicating them to SDN switches using OpenFlow protocol. "SDN Switch" - a network device compatible with
OpenFlow protocol, adapted to processing, storing, and executing instructions received from SDN controller.
[0005] Retaining satisfactory quality of services faces some challenges in networks with dynamically changing traffic
handling policies. In particular cases it is necessary to change policy for new flows with particular characteristics without
affecting the method of handling current flows of the same type. Keeping entries for each flow is costly due to storing
and searching them, while using aggregated entries does not allow for detailed traffic control and makes network mon-
itoring process more difficult, because any actions and observations are possible only with the precision of aggregated
entries. Real-time traffic handling by controller has adverse impact on performance. In particular, this pertains to moment
of appearance of a new flow, when, with default behaviour, it is necessary to wait for controller response before handling
the flow. The problem is also related to the method of storing entries in flow tables of SDN switches, and the method of
searching them. According to OpenFlow standard, they can be located in one table or several separate tables - this
feature is available in most software SDN switches. There are commercially available software solutions with performance
comparable to typical hardware switches.
[0006] According to fundamental assumptions, SDNs are aimed to eliminate some key problems encountered during
administrating modern computer networks. Difficulties in managing ICT systems inter alia result from permanently in-
creasing number of nodes with autonomous character and complicated structure of connections. Such constructed
networks have low flexibility, and their configuration becomes a laborious and demanding in terms of resources. It is
also difficult to monitor the state of individual elements of the system, and to efficiently respond to varying demands of
users and occurring failures.
[0007] U.S. Patent No. US8964751 granted for invention entitled SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR STORING FLOW
ENTRIES IN HARDWARE TABLES discloses method of handling packet flow in SDN provided with controller and switch
with flow table, the entries of which define method of handling packets, and which method applies distinction of detailed
entries and aggregated entries formed with use of wildcards. Flows handled according to defined rules stored in an
aggregated entry are called traffic aggregates. SDN controller uses reactive mechanisms for handling packets from new
flows. A similar solution has been disclosed also in European Patent EP3175582B1 for invention entitled AUTOMATED
FLOW DEVOLVEMENT IN AN AGGREGATE FLOW ENVIRONMENT.
[0008] A drawback of state-of-the-art solutions is that the first packets of a new flow appearing in a switch experience
additional latency due to the necessity of establishing new entries corresponding to the new flow. This results in significant
latency in handling first packets of a new flow, what e.g. can adversely affect parameters of established TCP sessions
or packet loss in case of UDP transmission.
[0009] The object of the invention is solution of the aforementioned problems related to existing state-of-the-art solutions
and acceleration of handling new flows in SDN.
[0010] The method of handling packet flow in SDN comprising a server with SDN controller, and SDN switch with a
flow table comprising detalied entries defining parameters necessary for assigning a packet to data flow and a field
defining priority, wherein the detailed entries are included in corresponding aggregated entries prepared in advance
before commencing handling flows in a time window having a defined length, according to the invention is characterized
in that the SDN controller acquires from SDN switch data related to flow statistics for entries installed in flow tables. An
incoming packet belonging to a new flow is being sent to the controller while simultaneously SDN switch is handling it
according to the corresponding aggregated entry, while the controller defines, by means of a reactive mechanism, a
new detailed entry corresponding to this flow. Further, the controller proactively modifies the aggregated entries intended
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for use in the next time window, using an static optimisation for data related to flow statistics, wherein the aggregated
entries have assigned lower priorities than the detailed entries. Such solution allows to eliminate latencies in handling
of the first packets in a new flow, due to simultaneous handling and defining their detailed entries. At the same time, the
amount of memory needed for storing detailed entries is limited.
[0011] Preferably, SDN switch comprises first flow table comprising aggregated entries, and at least one auxiliary flow
table comprising detailed entries. Using multiple tables facilitates organizing entries and allows to use different types of
memories for aggregated entries and detailed entries. This is advantageous, because the frequency of accessing differs
significantly for these entries.
[0012] Preferably, detailed entries corresponding to given aggregated entry in flow table are located in a separate
auxiliary table corresponding to the aggregated entry, wherein the auxiliary table further comprises a default entry. Such
configuration provides possibility to accelerate searching in tables during assigning packets to flow.
[0013] Preferably, historic data related to flow statistics in subsequent time windows are stored in server memory, and
the length of time window is optimized in a separate process with use of the historic data. Such solution allows to adapt
the window length to specifics of a network, which can vary seasonally.
[0014] Preferably, static optimization of flow table for window having a defined length is performed in the closest
preceding window having the same length. Therefore, the risk of duration of short window preceding a long window
being insufficient for performing optimization is limited.
[0015] SDN comprising a server with controller and at least one SDN switch with flow table according to the invention
has a controller adapted for executing the method according to the invention.
[0016] Preferably, the flow table in a switch is stored in TCAM memory providing quick access.
[0017] Computer program product adapted for the function of SDN controller comprises a set of instructions, which
loaded to the server memory cause the execution of the method according to the invention.
[0018] Embodiments of the invention has been described below with reference to the attached drawings, wherein Fig.
1 shows schematically a simple SDN, Fig. 2 shows schematically a method of handling a packet in the first embodiment
of the method according to the invention, Fig. 3 shows the structure of a program implementing the method of the
invention, and Fig. 4 shows schematically a method of handling a packet in an alternative embodiment of the method
according to the invention.
[0019] SDN architecture is based on decoupling of control plane 01 from data plane 02, and transfer of all mechanisms
related to control plane 01 to a central point of the network - the controller 11a run on server 11. A simple network design
according to this doctrine is shown in Fig. 1. It presents SDN controller 11a and SDN switch 12 with flow table 12a
configured by the SDN controller 11a. The SDN switch 12 communicates with other switches 13, 14 in the network.
Communication between the controller and switches is performed according to OpenFlow protocol, which has been
used for the purpose of illustrating the embodiments of the invention. In particular, the embodiments have been prepared
for particular version OpenFlow 1.3.
[0020] In control plane decisions related to handling traffic are made, and delivered to network nodes, such as switch
12, the role of which is reduced to executing instructions received from the SDN controller. An important element of the
control plane are the algorithms defining policies of handling the processed flows, and communication interfaces used
for exchanging data with network devices and external applications and sources of information. The data plane comprises
elements of network device responsible for data transmission, such as network interfaces, queues, buffers, and also
mechanisms of packet header analysis and modification.
[0021] Communication between SDN switch 12 and SDN controller 11a requires establishing OpenFlow session. By
default, the first step is establishing of TCP connection, additionally the messages can be protected with the use of TLS
protocol. Next, messages OFPT_HELLO are exchanged, which help both parties to determine the used OpenFlow
version and verify the correct state of the transmission channel. Completion of the negotiation enables free exchange
of messages of other types. Retrieving by the controller information about features supported by the switch is possible
due to exchange of messages OFPT_FEATURES_REQUEST and OFPT_FEATURES_REPLY. In order to facilitate
cooperation of each of devices with the controller, the switch has a unique parameter Datapath ID, which enables its
unique identification.
[0022] The role of SDN switch 12 is to store in flow table 12a entries installed by controller and to apply proper actions
when handling packet corresponding to one of entries. Entries in flow table 12a comprise inter alia priority, statistics,
and list of actions, e.g. operations of header field modification or packet transfer to output port. The key element of an
entry is a match field, defining parameters of packet belonging to the defined flow. Usually these are values of selected
header fields, e.g. destination MAC addresses or ToS field value of an IP packet. In the moment of packet reception the
matching entry with the highest priority is sought in the flow table, the actions of the entry are applied to the packet. In
some switches a packet can be forwarded for processing in a subsequent table comprising a different set of entries. If
packet is not matched by any of the entries a default action is applied, the action usually directs the packet of a new
flow to the controller. A simplified schematics showing handling multiple flows, searching in tables of a switch and
application of action sending a packet to an output port is shown in Fig. 2.
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[0023] SDN controller 11a installs in a flow table 12a of a switch 12 entries defining target actions for processed flows.
Modification of a flow table is done by sending a message of OFPT_FLOW_MOD type. In this embodiment this process
is initiated by the controller itself in case of aggregated entries - proactive installation of entries preceding appearance
of flows, or in response to OFPT_PACKET_IN message sent by a switch in case of receiving a packet not matching any
of currently stored entries - reactive installation of entries after appearance of a particular flow. The controller can also
request, by OFPT_PACKET_OUT message, the switch to send a packet of any content from a selected output port.
[0024] OpenFlow protocol enables simultaneous defining and using entries with different MATCH fields, defining the
characteristics of matching flow. In case when packet can be matched by more than one entry, the result of classification
is determined by entries priorities. This mechanism allows creation of entries aggregating multiple flows, and simulta-
neously, with using properly chosen values of priorities and optional distribution of entries in tables, design of multilevel
procedure of packet processing.
[0025] Instruction causing transfer of packet to the controller is, according to assumptions, used in case of lack of
entries corresponding to the received packet, and further analysis is necessary to decide about method of handling a
new flow. In this embodiment such action is included in entry of type TABLE MISS having the lowest priority in the table,
but it can be also assigned to other entries. Proper use of these functions of OpenFlow protocol enables efficient network
traffic management, providing reliability of services, and the possibility of responding to variations of user demands.
[0026] It is possible to aggregate at least some of existing flows, by using, for example, a common route for packet
streams with the same destination IP address. According to the invention such entries are prepared in advance before
commencing handling flows in a time window having a predefined length - in this embodiment 4 hours. The inventors
have noticed, that time windows having length from 3 to 8 hours, usually around half of working day, allow, at a long
time of traffic observation, for an efficient optimisation of aggregated entries prepared for subsequent time windows.
This optimisation provides a proactive mechanism of preparing aggregated entries. Aggregated entries are prepared
based on optimisation mechanism and algorithms. These optimisation algorithms operate cyclically, i.e. during one time
window determine the recommended mode of handling flows in incoming time windows. This means, that in the considered
network there are possible periodic changes of traffic policy related to new flows matching existing aggregated flows.
Such optimisation is performed based on current state of the network, predicted state of the network in incoming time
window being the result of the prediction process, and information obtained from applications using the network, for
example related to expected mass event, which can distort normal operation of the network. In the same time, it is
recommended to retain the policy of handling for already existing flows. This applies both to the moment of periodic
change of routing policies, as well as potential modification of policies for flows being already handled in the network
according to detailed entries. It is also desired to minimize the involvement of the controller in making decisions related
to actions for flows in order to avoid overloading it with control traffic and eliminate latency related to handling the first
packets of a new flow.
[0027] Newly appearing flows not matching the optimized aggregated entries are handled reactively, by creation of
detailed entries - having a higher priority.
[0028] In the description below the following notation is used
P1 - the first packet belonging to a flow;
P2, P3, ... - subsequent packets belonging to the flow;
A, B, ... - aggregated entries in flow table corresponding to aggregated group of flows;
A.1, A.2, ... - detailed entries in flow table comprised by the aggregated entry A.
[0029] Let us consider purely reactive flow handling. With such handling, for each observed flow there would be created
a new entry, and the entries would be in a single table. An incoming packet P1, belonging to a new flow, does not match
any of the existing entries having a higher priority and, according to the action stored in TABLE MISS entry, it is forwarded
to the controller in OFPT_PACKET_IN message. The controller decides about the proper action for the new flow, and
using OFPT_FLOW_MOD message adds a new entry to the flow table. Packets P2, P3 and the next ones match the
newly created entry and are handled according to the assigned action without intervention of the controller. This type of
reactive approach to installing entries warrants both an easy modification of policies for incoming flows (action defined
by the controller online during analysis of a new flow) and retaining policies for already defined flows (actions permanently
stored in entries until their expiration). However, it is necessary for switch to communicate with the controller before
creation of new entry for any of new flows, what can cause significant latency in establishing of transmission, especially
in case when controller is heavy loaded.
[0030] Let us consider a purely proactive flow handling. In the flow table there are kept only the entries created
proactively and defining actions for aggregated entries. In this case, a belonging to a new flow packet P1 received by a
switch is matched based on header fields to an aggregated entry A defining a common action and handled immediately
according to the stored instructions. Packets P2, P3, and the next ones belonging to the same flow are handled the
same way. Purely proactive approach to handling flows allows to minimize the latency related to exchange of OpenFlow
messages before establishing each flow. Placing the aggregated entries in a flow table also allows to significantly restrict
the size of the table, what can facilitate traffic management and monitoring in some cases. However, in case of modification
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of handling policy for a given aggregated entry, it is not possible to keep the actions applied for already existing data
streams, what can result in temporary disruption of transmission. Bypassing the controller completely in handling new
flows requires also to proactively install in a flow table entries comprising all the prospected traffic , what is not always
feasible and involves the risk of refusal of handling in case of imposing limits on memory, or significant growth of flow
tables otherwise.
[0031] According to the invention the proactive and reactive approaches are combined in a way allowing to limit memory
usage, reduce time of memory lookup, and accelerate handling new flows. To eliminate the latency related to establishing
the transmission, both aggregated entries, created in a proactive way, as well as detailed entries , prepared reactively,
are used. Distribution of entries and steps of processing the received packets are shown in Fig. 2. In a single flow table
12a all the entries A, A.1, A.2, ... are included in groups corresponding to subsequent aggregated entries in the order
defined by means of priorities. In each group there are higher priority detailed entries A.1, A.2, ... matching detailed
flows, preceding the aggregated entry A default for the aggregate comprising those detailed flows. The aggregated entry
A, comprises an additional action forwarding a packet to a port, OFPP_CONTROLLER, resulting in sending the matched
packet to the controller 11a as well as basic actions defined by the controller 11a for the whole traffic aggregate, e.g.
forwarding a packet to an output port defined in a proactive way and as a result of static optimisation algorithms.
[0032] In the moment of reception, packet P1 belonging to a new flow is compared in sequence to entries A.1, A.2, ...
in the order of priorities - starting with the highest. Due to lack of match, a subsequent comparison to entry A is performed
successfully. The packet is handled immediately according to the set of actions assigned to the entry. At the same time,
the instruction resulting in forwarding the packet in OFPT_PACKET_IN message to the controller 11 is applied, and
default instructions for the aggregate, such as sending the packet to one of the output ports, the port is determined based
on static optimisation mechanisms taking into account the current state of the network, predictions related to future, and
information obtained from network applications. The controller 11a decides about the method of handling the new flow
in the reactive way based on dynamic optimisation mechanisms. Using OFPT_FLOW_MOD message the controller
adds to the flow table in proper location the detailed entry A.3. P2, P3 and the next packets of the flow processed in the
analogous way are matched by the new entry A.3 and handled with no further involvement of the controller. The actions
assigned to the new entry can indicate any output port defined reactively based on dynamic optimisation. This way it is
possible to modify the default method of handling a new flow without interfering the already handled flows.
[0033] Due to expanding the list of actions in an aggregate entry the latency of handling the first packets is reduced,
because latency caused by communication with the controller 11a is eliminated. In order to modify the policy for new
flows it is only required to modify entry A. The already existing data streams are handled by entries A.1, A.2, ..., which
are more detailed with respect to entry A and have a higher priority. As a result, they retain the current actions, what
prevents modifications in policies of handling and disruption of traffic. For implementation of the method in the controller
11a there are implemented mechanisms assigning proper priorities to entries each time when a new detailed entry is
added, such that distribution of entries in groups is kept.
[0034] Implementation of the method is an extension of Ryu controller used as the SDN controller 11a. The Ryu
controller has been implemented in Python programming language. The implementation of the extension involves cre-
ation, in a separate module, a class called the controller application. This class, being an extension of class
ryu.base.app_manager.RyuApp, is responsible for the initial configuration of the system and handling network events:

class CustomApp(app_manager.RyuApp) : OFP_VERSIONS = [ofproto_v1_3.OFP_VERSION] def _init_(self, *ar-
gs, **kwargs) : super(CustomApp, self)._init_(*args, **kwargs)

[0035] The code of the application managing distribution of entries in flow tables comprises elements corresponding
to the used functions of OpenFlow protocol and the switch, and to the communication interface. There have been
implemented classes corresponding to configurable traffic aggregates and set of entries present in the table of the switch.
The structure of the application is shown in Fig. 3. The key components of the application are:

- FlowDistributionController - the main class of the application, responsible for handling network events and commu-
nication with the switch;

- FlowDistributionControllerApi - class implementing REST API interface used for configuration of the application;
- FlowAggregate - class representing traffic aggregate defined by the user, including its match and actions;
- FlowPipeline - class representing set of rules present in the table of the switch.

[0036] In Ryu controller application events are handled by dedicated methods. The methods are wrapped by proper
decorators defined in modules ryu.topology.event and ryu.controller.ofp_event. Implementation of such method allows
to create mechanisms taking action in case of occurrence of particular events in the network. The methods take as
arguments objects storing data related to the event, for example, received packet header fields or flow statistics. Handling
of two events has been implemented:
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- @set_ev_cls(ryu.controller.ofp_event.EventOFPPacketIn, MAIN_DISPATCHER) - handling of event PACKET IN
caused by the switch forwarding a packet to the controller.

- @set_ev_cls(ryu.controller.ofp_event.EventOFPSwitchFea tures, CONFIG_DISPATCHER) - handling of received
message SWITCH FEATURES comprising information about parameters of the switch, the final step of establishing
connection between the switch and the controller.

[0037] Modification of contents of flow table 12a is one of the fundamental operations performed by the application.
It requires sending to the switch an OpenFlow protocol message of type OFPT_FLOW_MOD. It can comprise parameters
such as priority of the entry, flow match and actions, and type of the operation, for example insertion or removal.
Generation of OFPT_FLOW_MOD message in Ryu switch is based on creation of objects of classes OFPInstructionAc-
tions and OFPMatch, respectively corresponding to requested instructions for a given flow and its match. These objects
are next used during creation of object of class OFPFlowMod representing a message ready to be sent. To facilitate the
process method add_flow has been implemented in the application, responsible for creation of valid message and
sending it to the switch.
[0038] The application uses the term aggregate denoting a set of flows defined by means of a common parameter,
for example, the same destination IP address. Multiple flows can be comprised by one aggregate, for example, charac-
terised by the same description IP address, but different destination TCP port numbers. The purpose of an aggregate
in the implemented application and developed algorithms is to define policy of handling multiple flows by the use of only
one entry. In the created application a traffic aggregate is represented by FlowAggregate class. It has attributes defining
match, actions and unique identifier used during distribution of entries in a table. Both actions, as well as match are
stored in according to the format used by ryu.app.ofctl_rest module:

     {
            "ipv4_src": "192.168.0.1",
            "eth_type": 0x0800 }
     [
            {
                   "type": "OUTPUT",
                   "port": 1 }
   ]

what allows to use the mechanisms implemented in the controller 11a for processing and verification of input data from
the user.
[0039] When user defines a new aggregate the active mode of application’s operation may require adding to flow table
12a of the switch an entry created based on specified parameters. For this purpose the described above add_flow
method is called. According to requirements of OpenFlow specification, using certain field for matching requires previous
definition of values of other fields. The most frequent case is the necessity to define value of EtherType field of Ethernet
protocol when using third layer fields and the value of Protocol field of IPv4 protocol when using fourth layer fields.
[0040] The set of user-defined traffic aggregates is represented by FlowPipeline class. Its purpose is keeping the list
of active aggregates with corresponding identifiers. Within the class there are implemented methods for searching based
on an identifier or matched header fields. This enables matching a packet received by the controller to the correct
aggregate.
[0041] All entries are stored in one table of the switch. When defining a new aggregate an corresponding entry of the
aggregate is added proactively to the flow table. The output port indicated in action for the created aggregate is determined
in result of operation of static optimisation algorithms in advance with respect to time windows, for which the routing
policies are being prepared. The created entry comprises parameters "cookie" and "priority" generated based on the
unique identifier of the aggregate: 

[0042] Packets analysed in method handling OFPT_PACKET_IN events are assigned to an aggregate based on
cookie parameter value, which allows to uniquely determine the aggregate identifier being searched. Based on the match
found and the list of configured actions a detailed entry for the new flow is added to the flow table. The output port
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indicated in action for the created detailed entry is determined as a result of dynamic optimisation mechanisms. It is also
possible to store in the controller more than one packet and to decide about the output port based on size or distribution
of these packets. Parameters cookie and priority of the detailed entry are incremented by 10 with respect to the values
present in the default entry of the aggregate. This way, with the use of priorities, the distribution of entries in groups
corresponding to the associated aggregates is obtained.
[0043] An additional improvement present in hardware switches is the possibility of storing entries in TCAM memory,
allowing for unusually quick matching of packets. Usually it is used for storing the first of the available tables, which can
store from a few hundred to between ten and twenty thousands of entries. Off-the-shelf TCAM memory modules are
capable of performing over a million searches per second, and the effective time of packet classification reaches values
of the order of nanoseconds or less than a nanosecond, what makes it negligible in comparison to the time of operation
of other mechanisms, which include inter alia queuing or header analysis. Because of a significant improvement of
performance when using a table stored in TCAM memory, but also its limited capacity, an important matter is the choice
between locating an entry in TCAM, or in less efficient memory of other type. The capacity of TCAM memory is limited,
and increasing it involves an increased risk of failure. Therefore, the reduced memory usage due to the application of
the method according to the invention additionally results in the increase of performance of the network, because smaller
flow tables are more easily fit in the memory.
[0044] Matching of entries matching can be accelerated by partition of flow table into a greater number of tables 12b,
12c, as shown in Fig. 4. Each packet is handled in at least two tables. Distribution of entries and steps of processing
received packets are depicted schematically in Fig. 4. In the moment of reception packet P1 is compared with entries
of aggregates A, B, ... in the default table 12b of the switch. Each of these two entries comprises OFPIT_GOTO_TABLE
instruction causing transfer of packet to processing in table 12c storing detailed entries comprised in the given aggregate
according to the method of the invention. This is an auxiliary table associated with the aggregated entry. As a result of
matching to aggregate A the packet is compared to entries A.1, A.2,... comprised in the auxiliary table 12c for the given
aggregated entry. Because packet P1 is not matched by any of the entries it is handled according to the default action
defined in the entry having the lowest priority in the auxiliary table 12c for the given aggregate, i.e. TABLE MISS - in this
example it is sent to the output port determined proactively in result of operation of static optimisation algorithms, and
simultaneously forwarded to the controller 11a. Thus, the aforementioned method of simultaneous handling and for-
warding a packet to the control layer is used. The controller 11a selects an action for the new flow and adds the detailed
entry A.3 in a proper table as a result of reactive action based on dynamic optimisation algorithms. Packets P2, P3 and
the subsequent ones are processed analogously and matched to the new entry A.3. The action assigned thereto is
immediately applied for the packet without the need of additional communication with the controller. Actions assigned
to the new entry can indicate any output port defined reactively based on dynamic optimisation. This way it is possible
to modify the default method of handling new flow without interference to the already handled flows. Table 12b comprising
aggregated entries during matching a packet to an entry can be treated as an index to table 12c comprising detailed
entries, and thereby accelerate searching. Further, partition of entries into groups distributed in distinct tables help to
manage them.
[0045] In the implementation of this embodiment of the method according to the invention for the purpose of adding
an aggregate a unique identifier is generated, which also is the number of the table 12c comprising detailed entries
related to flows from a given group corresponding to the aggregated entry. An entry directing all packets belonging to
the given aggregate to a proper auxiliary table 12c is added to table 12b of the switch. In the auxiliary table 12c the
lowest priority TABLE MISS type entry is inserted, which applies the default action of the aggregate to the packet and
at the same time forwards it to the controller 11a. The default action of the aggregated entry is thus determined proactively,
based on static optimisation mechanisms. After reception of a packet in method handling OFPT_PACKET_IN events
the number of the table, where the packet initially got to, is read from the message. On this basis the proper aggregate
for the packet is found, and a detailed entry related to the new flow is inserted into the table with the same number. The
output port indicated in the action for the created detailed entry is determined as a result of dynamic optimisation. It is
also possible to store more than one packet in the controller 11a, and decide about the output port based on size or
distribution of these packets.
[0046] A significant advantage of the presented invention is the possibility of modification of the policy of handling
flows without interference with already existing flows. The method according to the invention allows to effectively manage
the contents of the flow table and eliminate the latency of handling the first packets of the new flow imposed by waiting
for the controller to create a new entry. SDN according to the invention in typical conditions operates faster and more
reliably than the state-of-the-art networks. Defining aggregated flows with a default action based on optimisation algo-
rithms and simultaneous forwarding first packets of a new flow to the controller 11a for reactive installation of detailed
entries based on dynamic optimisation mechanisms provides profits of both proactive and reactive packet handling.
Therefore, packets are handled in the expected way without waiting for the response of the controller 11a. It is possible
because of cyclic operation, i.e. time is divided into intervals - time windows, and development of proactive traffic methods
for future time windows is done in advance. Periodic operation involves prediction mechanisms estimating network load
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in future time windows. Next, these predictions are used by static optimisation algorithms during preparation of proactive
rules. Additionally, the input data include the current network load and information originating from external applications.
[0047] The information about network load are obtained using dedicated mechanisms in OpenFlow protocol, i.e.
through querying the switch about statistics of individual flows matched by the entries installed in flow tables. Additionally,
the tool sFlow can be used, wherein an external, with respect to the SDN controller, monitor instance acquiring information
about flows based on packets sampled by network devices. Both mechanisms of acquiring information about network
load are realized with minimization of the related signalling congestion.
[0048] The information about network load are used by prediction and optimisation - both static, and dynamic. Prediction
stores results of measurements in a database and on their basis estimates the network load in the next time windows.
The results of the prediction are provided to static optimisation mechanisms, along with information about the current
network load. This way the optimisation algorithm prepares routing policies. The dynamic optimisation uses information
about current network load while deciding about handling new flows, i.e. an action related to detailed entries. In case of
detection of congestion in an area of the network, dynamic optimisation can therefore provide mechanisms to counteract
undesired scenarios, directing traffic through other areas of the network.
[0049] In the static optimisation used in the invention the need to take into account a number of Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) implies the formulation of a multi-criteria optimisation problem. Additionally, taking into account the
energy issues forces usage of binary variables. Both these factors make the problem difficult to solve with accurate
methods. However, other solutions of such problems are known in the state-of-the-art, and can be matched for this task.
[0050] Below an approach to the problem of optimisation is described, it performs particularly well and made the
solution meeting requirements in all tested types of traffic. The problem has been described by means of node-link type
formulation - M. Pióro and D. Medhi, Routing, Flow, and Capacity Design in Communication and Computer Networks.
San Francisco, CA, USA: Morgan Kaufmann Publishers Inc., July 2004. The objective function comprises five criterions
associated with weights to allow the SDN operator to apply custom priorities and preferences. The criterions taken into
account are: energy consumption, sum of delays on all network links, the maximal delay among all the network links,
total utilization of resources for all network links, the maximal utilization of resources among all the network links. The
weighted sum of these indices is subjected to minimization.
[0051] Formulation of the optimisation problem includes constraints described below. The fundamental constraint for
formulating a node-link type problem forces that for a particular request the difference between the incoming and the
outgoing traffic was equal to zero for intermediate nodes, and that for end nodes it corresponds to the request size, up
to sign. The next constraint forces load on each individual network link allowing to realize all requests, the values of load
of all network links are then summed in order to find the total value. Utilization percentage of the links is calculated as
the fraction of the used throughput in relation to the total available link throughput, also the maximal value of the utilization
percentage of the link among all the networks links is determined. The next constraint is related to calculating parameters
of linear approximation of the function of packet delay in the form of increasing convex function of link load. A linear
approximation with segments of this function based on queue model M/M/1 is used here. The next two constraints are
related to total and maximal delay, the values are calculated with the use of the previous function. The next constraint
forces link activation in case when any traffic is transmitted through it, and the last constraint provides calculation of total
cost related to used energy.
[0052] For solving multi-criteria problems with binary variables the Lagrange decomposition method was used, de-
scribed in publication of J. Karkazis, "Facilities location in a competitive environment: A promethee based multiple criteria
analysis," European Journal of Operational Research, vol. 42, no. 3, pp. 294 - 304, Oct. 1989. An optional improvement
comprises using ergodic sequences, also known as: volume algorithm, described in publications:

- E. Gustavsson, M. Patriksson, and A.-B. Strömberg, "Primal convergence from dual subgradient methods for convex
optimization," Mathematical Programming, vol. 150, no. 2, pp. 365-390, May 2015.
and

-  F. Barahona and F. A. Chudak, "Near-optimal solutions to large-scale facility location problems," Discrete Optimi-
zation, vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 35 - 50, Mar. 2005.

[0053] An additional improvement of performance of the invention can be obtained by adapting and static optimisation
of the length of time windows, in which static optimisation is performed periodically to prepare routing policies for the
next window. For example, in case of prediction of network traffic in a company having strictly defined working hours,
an 8-hour window starting with the beginning of a shift is the most appropriate one, while in case of flexible working
hours the working time should be partitioned into three 4-hour windows: the first one related to arrivals of employees at
their place of work, the second one related to the time when most of the employees are in the office, and the third one
related to the employees leaving the office.
[0054] A different pattern of changes in network flows relates to night-time activity in network areas connecting office
buildings, data centres, and residential housings. The length of time windows should take into account the existence of
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night shifts, for which more suitable are 4-hour windows or lack of them, which causes that can 8-hour windows should
be used. Also in case of data centres the time windows should be shortened from 8 to 4 hours in case of activity of the
data centre users, and to 2 hours in case of occurrence of periodical maintenance resulting in increased network activity.
[0055] In case of households, different types of settlements are characterised by various synchronization in context
of stopping the Internet activity. In non-urbanized regions 6-hours windows are suitable, while in highly urbanized areas
4-hour windows are more appropriate.
[0056] Adaptation of suitable length of time windows according to the invention is performed based on conducted
network measurements combined with network traffic prediction. Therefore, SDN dynamically adapts to activity of users
using historic data.
[0057] Such an approach allows to detect periodic dependencies occurring periodically in defined days of week or
month. It is also possible to use time windows having different length during single day.
[0058] If an elongated window occurs after a short one, it can result in situation in which there is insufficient time for
optimisation. Thus, the windows should be grouped in pairs of possibly similar length and such that these pairs occur
in possibly shortest intervals one after another. Then, by performing optimisation within these pairs the risk of having
insufficient time for the optimisation process is minimized.
[0059] It should be noted that the embodiments described above are an illustration of the invention defined by the
appended claims, the scope of which is not limited to those embodiments. A person skilled in the art will readily and
routinely propose multiple other embodiments using various software and hardware components. A person skilled in
the art will also readily propose other methods to define the optimisation process, as well as methods used to solve it.
[0060] The server 11 can be any digital machine, in particular a computer, personal computer, microcomputer, or
digital signal processor, and the controller 11a can be a program comprising a set of instructions implementing SDN
controller and executing the methods according to the invention. The program can be a function, procedure, a set of
objects with methods, an applet, a servlet, source code, library or a sequence of instructions. The program can be stored
in a data medias such as an optical disc, hard drive, magnetic disc or semiconductor, or in the form of encoded data
loadable to the computer memory. A medium can also be a signal in wired or wireless computer network.
[0061] As used in the claims, the term "comprises", or its synonyms, followed by a list of elements denotes that the
list is to be interpreted as non-exhausting, in a way not precluding using other, additional elements. Mentioning an
element in singular form does not denote limitation to one element, the scope of the invention encompasses also solutions
comprising sets of these elements.

Claims

1. A method of handling packet flow in a Software-Defined Network (SDN) comprising a server (11) with a SDN
controller (11a) and a SDN switch (12) with flow table (12a, 12b, 12c) comprising detailed entries (A.1, A.2, A.3,
B.1, B.2, B.3, C.1) defining parameters required for assigning a packet to a data flow, and a field defining priority,
wherein detailed entries are included in corresponding aggregated entries (A, B, C), which are prepared in advance
before commencing flow handling in a time window of a predefined length, characterized in that
the SDN controller (11a) acquires from the SDN switch (12) data related to flow statistics for entries installed in flow
tables, while
an incoming packet (P1) belonging to a new flow is forwarded to the SDN controller (11a), simultaneously being
handled according to the corresponding aggregated entry, and the SDN controller (11a) defines, by means of a
reactive mechanism, a new detailed entry corresponding to the flow, and
proactively modifies the aggregated entries (A, B, C) intended to be used in the next time window, using static
optimisation based on the data related to flow statistics, wherein the aggregated entries (A, B, C) have assigned
lower priorities than detailed entries (A.1, A.2, A.3, B.1, B.2, B.3, C.1).

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in that the SDN switch (12) comprises a first flow table (12b)
comprising aggregated entries (A, B, C), and at least one auxiliary flow table (12c) comprising detailed entries (A.1,
A.2, A.3).

3. The method according to claim 2, characterized in that the detailed entries (A.1, A.2, A.3) corresponding to the
given aggregated entry (A) in the flow table (12b) are located in an auxiliary table (12c) corresponding to this
aggregated entry, wherein the auxiliary table further comprises a default entry (TABLE_MISS).

4. The method according to claim 1, or 2, or 3, characterized in that historic data related to flow statistics in subsequent
time windows are stored in server memory (11), and the length of the time window is subjected to optimisation in a
distinct process, using said historic data.
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5. The method according to claim 4, characterized in that the static optimisation of the flow table for a window having
a defined length is performed in the closest preceding window of the same length.

6. A Software-Defined Network (SDN) comprising a server (11) with a controller (11a), and at least one SDN switch
(12) with a flow table (12a, 12b, 12c), characterized in that the SDN controller (11a) is adapted for executing a
method according to any of claims 1 to 5.

7. A Software-Defined Network (SDN) according to claim 6, characterized in that flow table in the SDN switch (12)
is stored in TCAM memory.

8. A computer program product adapted for performing the function of a SDN controller (11a), characterized in that
it comprises a set of instructions which loaded to the server memory (11) cause the execution of the method according
to any of claims 1 to 5.
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